High-speed transfer of Compact Cassette audio tape recordings
We can now offer expedited digital transfer services of Compact Cassette tape recordings
by employing a professional cassette duplicator. The duplicator has been modified to function as a
high-speed replay device. With it, all four tracks, or both ‘sides’ of tapes are digitized
simultaneously – at four times the normal speed!

Tascam T-3000 duplicator deck has three separate tape transport mechanisms, built around a directdrive capstan motor with crystal-oscillator speed control. Tape signals are picked up by highly durable
ferrite heads, superior at replaying upper audio frequencies involved in high-speed transfers. Two of
our modified T-3000 transports employ 4-track playback heads connected to low-noise preamplifiers.
Four-track configuration allows digitization of the entire signal content on the tape in one run.
Merits of multi-track high-speed transfer
When processing large collections of cassette tape recordings, the operator is required to spend a lot
of time by the equipment in constant attention, waiting for the tapes to wind from one end to the
other.
To expedite the transfer process, we applied an idea of using professional-quality cassette
duplicators, modified to function as a high-speed replay device. Cassettes are inserted in the machine
and stored into a digital domain at four times the normal speed. A quadrupled tape speed (19.05
cm/sec) reduces the process time by 75 percent of the real-time transfer.
Increased capstan motor speed reduces the wow and flutter, compared with the W&F percentage of
the same transport run at normal speed. High speed also provides higher torque to counteract
uneven tape tensions due to aged or deformed cassette shells.

Figure 1. Narrow-band spectrum analysis shows that the duplicator deck’s speed stability
compares quite well with a high-end double-capstan cassette deck.

Figure 2. Checking tape-to-head contact with LEDilluminated mirror test cassette.
Figure 3. Measuring tape tension with strain-gauge
probe cassette connected to digital scale.

Improved signal to noise ratio
High-speed audio tape captures obviously require digital down-conversion (re-sampling) to the original
speed before further signal processing or archival takes place. We tested the available range of editing
software in terms of their re-sampling quality as well as process time. This topic is discussed in more
detail in other document titled “High-speed transfer of reel-to-reel audio tapes”.

A simultaneous 4-track transfer naturally yields two ‘backward’ captured audio files that need to be
reversed before post-processing. Reversing as such, however, is a computationally trivial task and will
not affect the audio signal quality.
In addition to substantial time-saving, a high-speed playback is advantageous to tape signal since it
involves elevated tape-to-head velocity. At double speed, for instance, an inductive replay head
generates a 6-dB higher voltage across the head coil, while the tape r.m.s. noise voltage increases only
by about 3 dB. This implies a 3-dB increase in tape-to-head S/N ratio – assuming the replay head
preamplifier noise is sufficiently low not to limit the signal to noise ratio at the replay head.

Figure 4. High-speed Compact Cassette tape transfer and digital post-processing concept.

Correcting high-speed transferred audio signal spectrum
Prior to analog to digital transfer, the angle of replay device’s replay head gap vertical angle should be
adjusted to correspond that of the recorded signal on the tape. For optimal high-frequency retrieval,
this so-called azimuth angle of the original recording should be carefully re-aligned.
Once the transferred tape signals have been stored into digital domain, several corrective measures
are required for restoring the original signal spectrum. As a result of high-speed transfer, some lowfrequency errors due to magneto-electric anomalies between the tape and replay head will occur.
In particular, there are two noticeable mechanisms of low-frequency errors. One is the ‘fringing’
effect which is rather straightforward as it can be predicted at reasonable accuracy. At low
frequencies, or rather, long wavelengths, the tape’s magnetic field becomes increasingly isotropic,
widening flux pattern around the replay head pole-pieces.
Magnetic fringing causes the head to pick up the LF signal from a wider area than the physical pole
width, causing a noticeable increase in amplitude error in the replay head output voltage. Fringing, in
fact, occurs already in the recording stage, at the recording head poles.
With ordinary two-track, or stereo recordings, the fringing amplitude is unsymmetrical between the
tracks. This happens because the magnetic width of the track laid along tape edge, cannot increase
beyond the tape’s physical edge, while the flux of the track laid in the middle area of the tape can.
So, the LF level errors from recording and high-speed replay stages have to be corrected at postprocessing.

Head bumps, another source of LF errors
At low-frequencies, significant amplitude errors also occur due to replay head construction, and the
angle of tape contact around the head surface. These errors are termed low-frequency contours or
head ‘bumps’. As the tape runs past replay head poles, portions of the recorded LF signal flux ‘leak’
directly to head coil in addition to the pole gap area.
Since these leaking side loops are simultaneous, but opposite in polarity at each side of the head, they
cause partial cancellations and increases of the head output voltage. Head bump amplitudes and
frequencies depend primarily on the replay head pole geometry and efficiency of its magnetic shield or
shroud. Overall, the net result is an evenly-spaced low-frequency amplitude contours, varying typically
up ±8 dBs.
The frequency of LF contours and bumps naturally increase in direct relation to tape speed. At original
CC tape speed (4,76 cm/sec), head bumps occur at frequencies between 10 to 300 Hz. So, at 4-times
speed, LF contours may extend up to 1,2 kHz.

Figure 5. Low-frequency fringing response contours, caused by the magnetic flux field spreading at the playback head
pole-pieces and the tape’s magnetized surface.

For slowing down the captured replay speed, modern audio filter tools can perform the necessary
operations at good signal quality (spectral purity). However, current audio software do not readily offer
filters for high-speed captured LF errors. So, an operator has to configure and apply opposite, multipoint post-filtering corrections for restoring the original recorded signal spectrum.
To be even more precise, the head fringing not only creates LF amplitude contours, but corresponding
phase errors as well. An operator, cognizant of the phase relations of the recorded audio signal, is called
to apply appropriate phase corrections after high-speed transfer process.
Restoring the recorded signal spectrum
The final corrective measure of digitized audio signal is to restore the mid- and high frequency signal
spectrum, also altered by the high-speed capture. The spectral correction can either be achieved by
changing the transfer unit’s replay head preamplifier equalization circuit, or post-process filtering.

Despite of its obvious advantages, high-speed capture method is not without limitations. Namely, the
replay head gap determines the highest frequency, or rather shortest signal wavelength that can be
retrieved at any speed. In our duplicator deck, the replay head of very narrow (0.57µm) gap is used,
affording an upper frequency limit of 27.5 kHz. At down-conversion re-sampling the audio signal
spectrum is therefore limited to about 6.8kHz.
Playback heads with even narrower gaps could be manufactured, but at considerable loss of the head’s
overall sensitivity to tape signals. As the replay head preamplifiers in our duplicator decks are built
around ultra low-noise differential JFETs, no significant signal to noise improvement can be achieved by
modifying the circuitry.
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